
 

Sri Ramakrishna Ashrama Institute 

Class – IV 

Unit – Present continuous tense,Past continuous tense 

Study Material 

To be done in your class work copy 

Present Continuous Tense 

1.What is Present Continuous Tense? 

Ans – When a verb shows an action that is going on at present time ,it is said to 

be in Present Continuous Tense.(ঘটভান ফর্ত ভান কার) 

On the other hand,Present Continuous Tense expresses an action that 
is going on,an action that is in progress at the time of speaking. 

Continuous = ক্রভাগর্/অবফযাভ 

Ex = The boy is going to school. 

     ছেলরটি বফদ্যারলে মাইলর্লে/মালে। 

2.Rules: 

a.Framing affirmative sentence in Present Continuous Tense: 

 Subject+verb To Be(present form)+action verb(present form)+ing+ 

 rest. 

They are playing football. 

র্াযা পুটফর ছেরলে/ছেবরলর্লে। 

*So,to frame an affirmative sentence in Present Continuous Tense we  

 Will put the subject first.Then we will use the verb To Be according 



 

 to the subject, ing will be added with the action verb and  

 We have to put it after the verb To Be and at last the rest part.Full  

 Stop(.)will be used at the end of the sentence. 

b.Framing interrogative sentence in Present Continuous Tense: 

 Verb To Be(Present form)+Subject +action verb(present form)+ 

 ing +rest? 

 Are you reading a story book? 

 রু্বভ বক গলেয ফই বিলর্ে/িে? 

*To frame an interrogative sentence in Present Continuous Tense we 

 have to begin it with verb To Be.Then we will put the subject,action 

 verb(by adding ing)and the rest part of the sentence.We will put the 

 Note of Interrogation (?)at the end of the sentence. 

c.Framing negative sentence in Present Continuous Tense: 

 Subject+verb To Be(present form)+not +action verb(present form)+ 

 ing+rest. 

 I am not writing a letter. 

 আবভ বিঠি বরবেলর্বে/বরেবে না। 

 *So,to frame a negative sentence in Present Continuous Tense we  

  have to write the subject first,then verb To Be and then not.Action  

  verb (by adding ing)and rest part will be used after ‘not’.At the   

  end of the sentence full Stop(.)will be used. 



 

3.Frame sentences as directed: 

a.Subject + is + action verb +ing +rest. 

b.Verb To Be + Subject(plural) + action verb + ing +rest? 

c.Subject + verb To Be + not + action verb +ing + rest. 

Answer Part 

a.The child is drinking milk. 

b.Are the birds flying in the sky? 

c.The student is not reading attentively. 

4.Translate into English: 

a.ছভলেটি ছ ালয বিৎকায কযলে। 

b.বদ্রলরাকটি বক েুফ সাফধালন গাবি িারালেন? 

c.ছেলরগুবর বক বফদ্যারে ছেলক ফাবি বপযলে? 

d.র্াযা গাযভ দ্ধু োলে না। 

e.আভায ভা এেন যান্না কযলেন না। 

Answer Part 

a.The girl is shouting loudly. 

b.Is the gentleman driving the car very carefully? 

c.Are the boys returning home from their school? 

d.They are not drinking hot milk. 

e.My mother is not cooking now 

Past Continuous Tense 



 

1.What is Past Continuous Tense? 

Ans – When the verb shows an action that was going on at past 
time,it is said to be in Past Continuous Tense.(ঘটভান/িরভান আর্ীর্ 
কার) 

Or 

Past Continuous Tense expresses an action that was going on ; that 
was continuing at some time in the past. 

Ex – Manish was flying a kite. 

     ভবন ঘুবি ওিাইলর্বের/ওিাবের। 

Rules : 

b.How to form Affirmative sentence in Past Continuous Tense: 

 Subject + Past form of verb To Be + action verb(present form) +  

 ing +rest. 

 I was writing a letter to my friend. 

 আবভ আভায ফনু্ধলক বিঠি বরবেলর্বি্রাভ/বরেবেরাভ। 

To frame an affirmative sentence in Past Continuous Tense,we have to 
write the subject first,then past form of verb To Be (according to the 
subject),then action verb(by adding ing )and then rest.Full Stop 
(.)will be placed at the end of the sentence. 

b.How to form an Interrogative sentence in Past Continuous Tense: 

 Past form of verb To Be + Subject + action verb(present form) +    

 ing +rest? 

 Were the boys walking in the morning? 



 

 ছেলরগুবর বক সকালর হাাঁটিছর্বের/ হাাঁটবের? 

So,to frame an interrogative sentence in Past Continuous Tense,we will 
start it with the past form of verb To Be.We will put then the subject, 

action verb(by adding ing)and at last the rest.At the end of the 
sentence a question mark (?)will be used. 

c.Framing negative sentence in Past Continuous Tense: 

 Subject +Past form of verb To Be + not +action verb(present form) 

 + ing + rest. 

 The child was not crying then. 

 বশুটি র্েন কাাঁবদ্লর্বের/ কাাঁদ্বের না। 

 To frame a negative sentence in Past Continuous Tense we will put  

 the subject first,then past eorm of verb To Be,then not,then action  

 verb(by adding ing )and then rest.Full Stop(.)will be put at the  

 end of the sentence. 

3.Frame sentence as directed: 

a.Was/were + Lata + action verb +ing + rest? 

b.Subject + was + action verb + ing + rest. 

c.The children + was/were +not + action verb + rest. 

Answer Part 

3.a.Was Lata singing a song? 

b.The train was running late. 

c.The children were not playing in the park. 



 

4.Translate into English: 

a.ছেলরটি র্েন প্রার্যা কযবের। 

b.োত্রযা বক ভলনালমাগ সহকালয িা কযবের? 

c.ভা বফকালর সবি কাটবেলরন না। 

d.গর্কার যালত্র বক ফৃবি হবের? 

e.ভাবর গালে  র বদ্বের না। 

Answer Part 

4.a.The boy was taking his breakfast then. 

b.Were the students studying attentively? 

c.Mother was not cutting vegetables in the afternoon. 

d.Was it raining last night? 

e.The gardener was not watering the plants. 

 

Note: 

*The above task hasbeen given as an example.Practise the same as  

 above at home. 

*Drop your queries regarding the chapter in comment box,if any 

*Mention your Name,Roll No,Contact No(We shall contact you 

 directly if needed). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


